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From the Editor:
Parnassus would like to give special thanks to the judges who spent their time and mental
energy in choosing the best of this year's selected entries. The judges themselves were chosen
because of the staffs general feelings of trust in the opinions and tastes of each, and we were
not disappointed.
Special thanks should also go out to Cathryn Zahn who spent much time and effort in
bringing to life my concept for a cover and artistic design.
About the cover:
The Plant is symbolic of the growth of life. Although it comes together and is viewed as
a unified being, it is composed of many different branches, many different decisions; all
separate but dependent upon and stemming from the others. This pattern is potentially eternal,
and in truth, is no pattern at all. The highest branch could not exist in it's place without the
proper placement of every single branch below it and, in turn, every branch below every
branch until you find yourself at the bed of your conception—still wondering how you got
where you are today.
I watched a potter at the wheel and marvelled at her control. I asked, "Do you know
where you are going?"
"No, but I know how to get there."
The best laid plans o' mice and men? Vanity of vanities!
It had to have been John Lennon who said, "Life is what happens while you're busy
making other plans."
This book and this plant are dedicated to those who truly live and truly grow; to those few
who refuse to believe that the goal of life is to have one.
Like John Coltrane molding the hot wax of sound, this book is for those who live life
from beginning to end.
—Steven Richard
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stories

poetry

Jon Burchel

For that girl I called Jill...
When I say goodbye to a friend
I don't much feel what I say
but later
maybe a week
I find
that I don't laugh quite the same

Untitled
Oh my Lord, who created me and all
let my thoughts wane from this world
to your mind
where perfect beauty rests
undying in glorious dances of worship and joy.
God, I taste only a shadow of
your infinite presence in the beauty
of this world, and long so to
be in your glorious harmony forever.
Oh my Lord, hasten the day when
I shall melt into perfect bliss at
your sight. Let me not be separated
from you long, O Lord.
Oh my God, how can I express the
perfect sanctity which I feel
in you! Oh my Lord God. How I long to
say what is in you. Glory, honour, beauty,
perfect eternal motion of infinite power and
dance and goodness. Oh my God, how could I
not love you when I know you! My God,
perfect one reveal yourself to me and
to all mankind!
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Robert John Donahue

Autumn
People themselves a brilliance, in great gaunt houses
masquerade, untanned, drinking,
Purposefully lonely, the sheer weight of angels on their
backs,
As though they had lived before and knew that they
would live again.
Eyes diminished in smoke peer distinctly, acute, through
used faces of hard-won sympathy,
Kicking back shots of desperate medicine, filled
with the great lack,
Knowing, if nothing else, the sound of their own
voices and the feel of their own skin.
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for Caddy, "She smelled like trees."
though love is brave, the blood,
the shame, rushes,
floods your ivory brow,
the holy war re
names and stains you (unmothers,
impales you),
but beauty will be convulsive,
thrashing its suddenly
Wings, no scarlet
A
could ground, no scratch in stone
impede
the flogged heart rising,
without penitence,
for
more.

4

the grey school
The plain religion of your face
each tear unfolds, regurgitates the penitence
of innocent girls
in button-down whites and black dresses,
each a Joan of Arc
for love, for God, for the nearest icon,
its distance bitter comfort
justifying familiar sins:
the devout way you bare your heart,
the devout way you purge your flesh,
the voices struggling in your veins
to burst their shrill catharsis
into everybody's face
and shiver searing sheets of angel flame
up, into the cold roofs
of mouth and mind, the reins, your iron, stretched
too heavy, wound too tightly
'round a further soul betrayed,
a stolen breathing, in the name of holy order,
in the blood-parade tradition,
in the stiff and holy hands of fear.

sidewalk
I'd see you coming
with books
cradled, carefully
against your sweater,
and I'd always want to stop,
to say something
sudden and profound,
to show you
that I, too, carry
these books as a shield
against our dull impressive peers,
against our precious pain, against
our blaring television world.
I, too, am calmed
by smell of book and pages.
editor's choice
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vacant
stars ice slide the dark's incisors
softly down the deepest neck
and coiling spine, half-lidded eyes,
all bobbing lips and secret fingers,
past the bridge, the gothic trees,
a tangled ache unwraps a lie.
our Gods are not speaking
but, then, neither are we.

violet
through breezes
and leaves, down the mown lawns
of a sloping neighborhood dusk,
you bloom, gliding
unnoticed
on two spinning wheels,
your shadow
absorbed by nightfall.

So

Joshua Ellis

Crying Clouds
Water drips off my nose onto my chest
It runs down my neck, and, like a mosquito bite, it feels
good in an odd way
Running my toes through the mud
Jumping into milky puddles
Sitting down into a small stream created only minutes ago
Water flows around me, over me, through me, within me
And reflecting on the universal nature of water
It feels not so lonely and very happy
To be playing with the one thing in all people
In a half-hearted attempt to escape them

On the Inside
Love your brother, love your friend
The youth of 2000 depend on the youth of today
To prevent another
Yuppy AIDS me-me-me "charge it" era
A created dependency
Perpetuated by a state existent in the minds of those with closed
eyes
You are sheep, little ignorant masses
The scorned few see something wrong
Prophets in their own land speaking doom
The fools think anything different is better
Purple hair and LSD, suppressed violence and anger bring
frustration
The wise men analyze, theorize, find fault, find nothing better
Sip tea, smoke pipes, talk, do nothing, feel the same frustration
Frustration resulting from realization of the futility
In trying to change the complacent
Meanwhile
An MTV twenty-something generation
Remains single and apathetic,
Knowing their children will grow up in a world missing
Cabooses and LP albums
Ignoring McCarthy's ghost on the prowl again

&

Rhubarb Pie
I had a dream last night
In which I walked to a river
To watch my life flow by
And two old ladies were there
Eating pie as part of their own peculiar brand of Christianity
"Won't see Jesus unless you eat pie, every day at noon," they said.
So I ate a piece of rhubarb pie with them, and asked about all the
others
Those who would be lost
And why no one had told me to eat pie
Smiling quietly to themselves
"You're eating it now," they said.

editor's choice
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Jena Habegger

high school summers
I am staring
through my unleashed hairs
and I think they are jungle leaves
and I think I'm cool.
There's you smoking
with your legs crossed so
and that one loosely shirted arm up
and you're cool too.
So why do we feel
like throwing glass bottles?

12 July 1992
It's raining this morning
and it's cold and grey.
Doesn't anyone ever die when it's sunny?
I sit at the end of the longest table
my dad at the other end.
And I can hear him crunching his cereal
While I drink my hot something
And play with the edge of a country charm napkin.
Then I realize that nothing is really different at all.
It always rains here
and it's always grey.
It's just any other day.
Except today I have that stupid song in my head.
Can I wear this teal green?
My Co-Co Wheats are runny.
You know, I only eat Co-Co Wheats on Special
Occasions.
It's like Christmas.
Today is.
12 July 1992
12 July five days before my birthday.
Today is like Christmas.
We say pleasant things
And do pleasant things
And hug each other.
And this afternoon at two the whole family
minus one
Is getting together.
To plan the funeral.
And the visitation.
(My dad said they have snacks in the basement at the
funeral home. Just for the family. I wonder what the
napkins say.)
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I poured my hot something—tea was it?
Down the drain.
(no loss-it was only hot water and milk)
I wish that stupid song would go away.
And those plaguing clipped memories
Of all the last times.

2nd place poem

&

Salaciousness
you were never meant to be mine
you tempestuous creature
but still
I rejoice in the way you push your hair behind your ear
and look at me directly
as if you were thinking
maybe.

14

"Swamp Song"
Swamps with a purpose
(besides keeping the froggies cheerful)
where vampires muddy their cloaks
to taste the green blanket
Nine important leaves
(where smart froggies never venture)
are spotlighted by the moon
but it shuts off when vampires arrive
The blanket rips and dissolves
(and all the froggies scatter)
when vampires bathe their lips
and whet their mouths.

Thoughts on the Carnation I Stole off a Grave
Looking at the toothed edges of this carnation
as if it were from paper (for Mardi Gras)
expecting it to tell me something or
Wondering why its thin arms point me
in four different directions
and "Haven't I seen you somewhere before?"
on someone's black polyester blend or
atop someone's shiny grey lid?
But it's bold in red and doesn't answer me.
So I let its toothed edge bite me.
Expecting it to make me feel something
other than blur.
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To the Sea Spirit
There was something so sirenic
about the way
your scent walked behind my hair
(undoing me)
with your mystic blackness
and rhythm.
and oh!
If it weren't for...
But some guiltless eve
we can be wicked-yes?
as the scent binds around me
(and I, conceding)
with your spirit moving forward
taking me under.

Jamie Karrasch

Father Figure
Singing your symphony of swear words
you sat there,
and in between
your quiet confessions
of detestation
I conjured up an image
of you
that to this day,
keeps you on a pedestal
in my heart.
Amazingly,
it is in that image
that I have come to love my father in heaven.
You'll never know
what you were
in those dark, drunken days,
but I still battle the bruises.
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J. Nelson

Economics
October 15
I saw leaves today
In the clothes of autumn
And they giggled to the soft ground,
Fell asleep,
And sank into next year.
There is a point where
Science stops and Shakespeare begins.
When you finally stop hearing the grumbling
And counting of numbers
And chemists washing their hands.
This is where white is beautiful
Where love, life is green
And fat, and bottomless
Pockets. It is cool liquid
Recess that drifts and excites
Into a summer vacation with no bears.

3rd place poem

September 15
You are my childhood
You are more than most
Green things could ever
Hope for.

I love you more
Than the satisfaction of morning,
The stability of summer sidewalks

Bringing eyes full of Ellis excitement
To an old immigrant Scandinavian
And a faded yellow lab.
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Steven Marc Richard

Flightless.
Beak-nosed
And high-perched on his stone-walled tower,
He fancied himself Icarus
And screamed,
"Watch me fall! Hey, everybody, watch!"
And imagined himself a significant cell
In the Great Body of everyone
Who has ever spiraled to the sun
Only to plummet to the sea.
But...
The sun never burned as hot
As the burn of liquor in his gut and groin
That kept the wax from fixing
And wilted the feathers that lay in loose piles
Jumbled amongst three term papers
(never quite finished)
And a novel or two
(never quite started)
And...
If you were to go back and visit him now,
You would find the same scattered plumage
Lying about the same scattered conversation,
Daedalus still threatening to toss him out to sea,
Screaming, "Wings or no...I mean it!"
1st place poem

Instant Cow.
Listen.
What I'm trying to tell you is that nothing exists.
What you hear is "Reaganomics victim."
I'm trying to tell you that our bodies are interdeveloping
into a skeletal metaphor of the spiritual.
You hear, "Spotted Owl."
I wish I could explain how every thought is a bullet to
pierce and destroy your biases...
That this fulfills every requirement for a just war...
That your prejudices are the mortared bricks
Of the dangerous stability
That holds you to the clock-watching slavery of modern man.
I'm trying to tell you that the health of my children
Is pale in importance next to their spiritual well-being.
But you see the bones of hunger
Peeping out from torn clothing
And scream
And fail to see the skeletal beginnings
Of physical to what is realto what thrives and writhes
In the snails of your decrepit society.
That my plant will take root in the rubble of your lies
And branch out clinging to the rubbled walls of your
Quik-Shops and Mini-Malls
Until the neon is blanketed and crushed
By the ivy of the Academy of
Marx, Christ, and Thoreau.
Here is something you can't understand:
That I am your enemy
Only because you fail to see the enemy inside you.
That is the enemy I wish to kill...
The enemy that strangles you daily
With the sweet opium of
Disposable Armani's, tobacco subsidies, and Instant Cow.
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Mother Theresa.
I'm sorry, my dear,
And you know I admire you,
But I've been over these things
And the conclusion still is;
They have fooled you,
They have used you,
And you stand mocked
While I stand ashamed.
No, I don't mean to hurt you,
But Mahatma himself has told me
They have fooled you,
They have used you,
And you stand mocked
While he turns in his grave.
Papal PR is an easy drug to play
And I don't mean to scorn you
But the bloated bellies you feed
Are almost as bloated
As the bellies that toss them their scraps, and oh!
How long will you be mocked?
Mother, you should be ashamed.

<3>

Scapegoat.
Richard would lie awake at night
And listen to his watch
(Still on his wrist)
Tick...
By his head
Tick...
Each second wasted.
Alice would fall asleep
As soon as she hit the pillow - back turned (But still in his grasp)
"Damn..."
He would say
Tick...
"Stay awake with me."
Richard sat up straight - pillows propped And drank his cold milk.
The cat jumped onto the bed
And he didn't push her down.
Like a collar,
He clasped the watch around her neck
And watched her writhe.
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Curtis A. Strohl

My diary
was laid open on the bed,
and she tossed it to the floor,
and the pages flew,
and the pages were scattered.
Now jumbled as ever,
she jumped into the pile
and threw my life
into the air,
like a child in a pile of leaves.
No order,
nor relevance.
I lost myself in the scene,
and she lay exhausted in a mess
of a life.
Together we lay there and stared
at the phosphorus stars on the ceiling,
breathless.

<3>

fiction

The Bridge
The bridge stood alone as a monument against time.
Over it, cars roared by, leaving nothing but a dull echo and a
faint shaking. They were part of the world that kept moving
and changing as time had its way with them. Time seemed
to disappear underneath the bridge. It dissipated into the fog
which clung to the bridge and added to the mystery. The
illegible spray paint was the only reminder down there that
our world existed. It hung over our heads like a warning
sign in a language long ago forgotten. The railroad tracks
came from a point way off in the horizon, where the two
tracks came together as one. They meandered from the
infinite horizon, underneath the bridge, and quickly rounded
a corner into the dense forest. They seemed to come from
eternity and then disappear just past us.

The tracks have never been used as long as I have been there.
Grass grew up between the ties. Railroad spikes loosened by time and
the mythical railroad lay helplessly around. The echo of the cars above
gave comfort to the rails, reminding them of the rumbling trains that
pressed them to the earth as they rolled from eternity, past the bend in
the tracks and into darkness. The use of the rails is gone now. They
merely sit apart from the world above, apart from time. What once
was a connecting point between metropolises and small towns is now an
island. The bridge has been set aside by time, its use now being found
only in the moment.
I stumbled across the bridge when I was ten years old. My best
friend, Aaron, and I were riding our bikes as far away as our skinny
little legs would take us. We prepared heavily for our trip. Mom
made us both sandwiches and put some Cheetos in a baggie. We filled
our water bottles and Aaron made sure to grab our toy guns. I kissed
Mom goodbye and Aaron and I set out to rid the world of bad guys
everywhere. It was about a half hour into our journey when we rode
over the bridge and saw the railroad tracks stretching out as far as we
could see. The tracks excited our curiosity and we were both
extremely hungry so we stashed our bikes off away from the road and
snuck down the forested hills with guns in hand ready to take on
whatever forces that waited for us. The base was unguarded so we
cleared some broken glass off one of the huge cement supports and ate
our sandwiches. We probably stayed for an hour. We raced down the
long straight side of the railroad tracks, trying unsuccessfully to keep
our balance on the rails. We walked back to the bridge talking about
unimportant things. I finished off the last drop from my water bottle
and glanced over past the other side of the bridge where the tracks
curved around the bend and faded into darkness. I didn't walk that
way, in fact, I've never looked past the bend in the tracks.
I grabbed a small rock and wrote my name messily on the side of
the cement support nearest our bikes. Aaron did the same. We
laughed and talked as we walked back up to our bikes and found our
way home. I paid special attention on the way home so I could find
my way back. That's the kind of person I am.
I found my way back to the bridge quite by accident a few years
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later. I was once again riding bikes. It was not Aaron this time. He
had faded into the framework of junior high. I was riding with Allen
and, remembering the bridge vaguely in my mind, I led him to it. It
struck me as strange the conversation we had sitting on the railroad
tracks. Allen was not an especially close friend, but the conversation
immediately turned deep. He spilled out his insecurities to me; he
dumped them right in front of me. I had never been faced with that
kind of openness. I immediately spilled my guts back. I said things
about my father leaving at a young age which I hadn't realized up until
that point. We talked about school, about girls, about deodorant.
There was an awkward silence. It was then, as I sat indian style on the
track that I first took notice of my surroundings. The fog clung to the
top of the bridge, cars rumbling across the top of the bridge appeared
to be floating. The romance of the old, unused railroad tracks crept up
on me, given a chance to appear by my reflective attitude. I remember
picking at some grass in my fingers when Allen said we had better
leave. We made eye contact for a lasting moment, I looked at my
surroundings again, and we left. We didn't say very much on the ride
back. I believe that was a new experience for both of us.
I didn't visit the bridge very often, yet it always had a romantic
attachment in the back of my mind. I can't look at my junior high
years without recalling my scarce moments there. It was so little, as
far as time goes, but it was ingrained in my head.
I was sixteen. My mind swelled with dizziness, the hangover was
still splitting my head with pain. I don't remember much about Mom
yelling at me. I remember her finger pointing; shaking in pain, anger,
distrust, and confusion. I remember the finger pointing me out the
door. I remember her voice stabbing into my back saying to never
come back. I wanted to say it was a mistake; I wanted to say it had
never happened before, it would never happen again. I remember the
guilt weighing on my chest. She worked so hard raising me by herself.
The sweat, the hours; I could hardly find the strength to turn the key of
the car. My mind could only squeeze through one thought: the bridge.
I sat indian style on the tracks, staring down the eternity of the
tracks, my back to the dark bend. I had been there about four hours.
The thoughts were starting to stockpile and come back up again and
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again. I sensed that I was beginning to think myself into a hole. I
attempted to stop thinking and stared down the tracks. It was too dark
to see where the tracks came together. I looked back where the tracks
disappeared; life had just begun. My eyes wondered what was around
the corner. Or maybe my perspective was wrong, maybe my life was
heading out of the darkness into the eternal straightness. My neck hurt
so I turned my head back around and strained to see the rails down by
the horizon. The sunrise brought the tracks out of darkness and
together on the horizon. I found some peace.
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Jena Habegger

Wax
M y legs are struggling up and down on a long staircase
I don't see—but it seems the carpet is patterned green—and
the motionless smell of arranged flowers pushes me
backwards.
I am so dizzy. And—Oh God!—this can't be real because I have
imagined it before. Yet not like this. Yet not at all like this. I wasn't
going to cry.
But now it doesn't matter. Except that I need a kleenex. Dad is
carrying my weight on his side across the floor and I don't have the
energy to not move with him.
Into the room now. The room where all the flowers are. Like
my Grand Entrance. I know everyone is on the perimeter of the room,
watching this drama.
And there. I am seeing it now. There it is. Dad keeps dragging
me closer and closer to it. I am going to scream. Can I scream? I try
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to but it sounds like I am choking. There's not enough air in here.
We stop a few feet in front of it and Dad grabs me more tightly. Dad,
please carry me to see the flowers now. I can't look here.
Mom moves in and pulls down my skirt. She says it's up in the
back. Dad tells her it's not important.
It's not important, because I can't breathe except for hiccoughs.
And everyone must be staring at me as I cry hysterically. "Oh, poor
girl..."
But finally it is over. I am allowed to sit in this carpeted chair
far off beside a bright light to blow my nose. Now I can look.
I can look now at all those flowers with the grey shiny casket in
between them. I can see the whole room now as if it were pointing to
the cas—oh, here comes the chuckling pastor again to try to take my
mind off of all of this. He thinks that's his job and that he's helping
me. I wish he could go away.
Some question about happy times with "the deceased" and some
answer. I won't give him the pleasure of my eyes so I stare at the
Gideon's Bible on the table under the bright lamp and something about
monuments next to "Are you prepared?" brochures. I almost pick one
up but—what did he say?
Good, now he's leaving.
Dad? Dad, where are you? Dad, that's not my grandpa. Dad,
that doesn't look like Grandpa! They made him look like a wax doll!
Now I've made Dad cry.
The pastor slides back over. Do I know why that doesn't look
like Grandpa? Because Grandpa isn't here anymore...la la la...
But I am feeling more comfortable with that casket in this room
with me because that's not Grandpa. They have made a nice wax
figure that looks like Grandpa younger. That's nice.
But why am I shaking again? And my hiccoughing sobs are
returning and everything in the room is behind a blurred screen. I see
now what I saw up beside the casket.
They put a pencil in Grandpa's left hand and a pad of paper in
the other and I'm mad because it looks like Grandpa is on display. If
he were a barber instead of a writer would they have put a comb and
scissors in his hands?
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I'm thinking too much, so I stop and focus on the people coming
in lined-up clusters. Now it's just an office party with a casket pushed
against the wall that someone will stare at every-now-and-then.
Dad says he'll walk me over to see the flowers now. There are
so many! I'm glad. Grandpa, just look at all these flowers! They're
all for you, Grandpa! And that tall man is bringing more stands in for
all of them!
I can move closer to the casket now. I'm not afraid. I think it's
odd how the inside is like some type of fancy bed with ruffles.
Grandpa is sitting on his bed in his white undershirt with his
hands on his knees and I open the door a crack to say I'm leaving now
and goodbye and I love you. But I don't say I'll see you soon. Why
don't I say that? For twenty years I have said I'll see you soon.
How many people must I endure picking up my hand and
reciting, "I extend to you my sympathy"? As soon as we go home I'm
going to set fire to Hallmark's.
These "friends and relatives" make this long line to say words
they only mean because they feel badly that they don't know what else
to say. Oh, and then to swing past the casket to say how nice Grandpa
looks. See, didn't I tell you? Nice.
I've become just a nice wax figure too no, but it doesn't matter
because Dad said I can go downstairs and get my whatever and then
we'll leave.
We're uncomfortably cheerful as we walk up the stairs again.
Someone just turned the lights off and every last person is outside. But
I stay just outside the room. I stay for just one moment behind the rest
because I realize that we are all leaving Grandpa against that wall all
alone tonight in this darkness. So I want to whisper something to him
because I feel like a movie actress, but I only want to for a second, so
I don't. But walking to the car I think, "I'll see you soon, Grandpa."
Tomorrow we will get to say goodbye to the shiny grey casketclosed—and sing three songs about God's amazing grace and peace like
a river and some haven of rest. With the wax candles burning at the
front maybe.
2nd Place Story
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Steven Marc Richard

An Experiment in Animated
Critico-Paranoia.
Just past midnight, Richard walked wearily into his
bedroom, stripped to a pair of plaid flannel boxers and fell
heavily onto his sofa. His head fell back and thudded against
the wall, but he remained still and let the dull pain seep from
the point of impact to his ears smoothly, yet prickly. Like
pouring syrup onto a new rubber basketball.
A strong breeze rushed through the open window and gently,
almost imperceptibly, rustled the fine sparse hair on his chest. His
thoughts turned to the minute size of his hair and then to the
incomprehensible size of the atoms composing those hairs. And
between the frantic protons and neutrons of his hair? Space. The
space between each particle of matter which renders all attempts at
perfect solidification futile. The space that negates a definite separation
between his skin and the sofa, his sofa and the floor, the floor and
everything upon it and, in turn, everything connected to everything
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connected: his books, his goldfish, the house, the lawn, his street, even
spreading outward around the globe like the syrup on the basketball. In
this way, Richard crawled quietly through the front door, across the
carpet, and onto the bed where his lover slept.
Meanwhile, back in Richard's bedroom, a newborn baby lay on
his naked chest; smooth, innocent, and cherubic. Richard ran his hand
down her downy back and became curiously aware of how easily he
could either crush or protect her from harm. His arms, for the first
time, seemed strangely large, proportionately strong. He lifted his
head from the wall and planted a soft kiss on the small head of his
daughter. Filled with emotion, he began to search for his lover to
fulfill the Trinity, until he noticed that when he looked down at his
chest, she was there; smooth, innocent, cherubic. He gave her one last
kiss before dropping his head back to the hard, cracked plaster of the
wall. Right before true sleep, he squeezed his pillow once more
whispering, "I love you, baby."
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Steven Marc Richard

Fish.
i.

Renee said, "It's kinda like when you get a sunburn and
your skin peels offa you. It's like, still your skin, but you
don't feel anything with it. That's like what fish-lips aredead skin."
I was eight years old and actually rather fortunate to have my big
sister around to help me with the moral complications of living at the
head of the food chain. Still, I couldn't help but notice that when I
pulled the little bluegill out of the water, he didn't seem to enjoy his
predicament.
When it started to get dark, Renee and I picked up the bucket of
fish and walked to the wooden deck where Pa Pa had his saw stretched
over his leg and was drawing a violin bow over the taut blade. From
the saw came an eerie howl of banshee wind that whined and moaned
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the tune to "Amazing Grace."
When Renee and I walked up quietly and dropped the fish in front
of him, his playing stopped suddenly and he bent over to look in the
bucket. "Not too much meat on the little rascals," he said
disapprovingly.
Ma Ma spoke up from across the deck, "Oh, let the kids enjoy
their fish, Charlie, you know there's more than enough of 'em out
there in the lake just a-swarmin' around.
With an inaudible grumble, Pa Pa laid down his saw and bow and
picked up his scaling knife and a wooden board with a metal clip. He
reached in the bucket and grabbed my little bluegill, clamped his tail
with the clip, and brought the small sliver of a knife into the flesh.
Much too quickly, he ripped the scales from the exposed white flesh
which writhed and jerked in the open air. By the fish's reaction, I
could tell that that part of the fish wasn't like a sunburn.
After the scales were off the fish and on the floor, Pa Pa turned the
scaling knife vertically and brought it down into the fish's neck. Soon
the head joined the scales with a thump, and I was finally sure that my
little fish had died.
That was the day I learned that fish can't close their eyes.

H.
Pa Pa said, "Yep, gotta git this cotton-pickin' grass cut down
agin'. Seem like by the time I git done cuttin' it, I got to go out and
cut it agin'. Just the way grass is."
I started to ask Pa Pa why he didn't just get some artificial grass
like the Cincinnati Reds, but before I mustered up the courage, he was
talking again.
"Look at those fish, Stevie," he said, "Lake's purt near overflowin'
with 'em. Whatcha oughta do is git yourself that fishin' pole and thin
some of 'em outta there. Ain't no good for fish to be all cramped up
in there like that."
I started to ask if he thought it would be better for them to be stuck
through the lip and eaten, but changed my mind. So Pa Pa and I hiked
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back to the shed. He got the tractor and I got the fishing pole and a
can of worms, still fresh from the day before. I threw the pole over
my shoulder and a cap on my tow head and walked out to die dock to
catch some fish.
The lake was low this time of year, so my toes barely skimmed the
water when I dangled them over the side of the dock. I dug around in
the moist dirt of the rusty coffee can for a nice worm and, finding one,
started impaling him in a sort of arbitrary knot-tying process, making
sure to stick him through the white swell of his heart for mercy.
So close to water, I could see the huge school of fish in a
whirlwind of family. I remembered reading that fish lay hundreds of
thousands of eggs, so I figured that all these fish must be one big
family, swimming around all day together, arguing over the front seat
and singing "Ninety-nine Bottles of Coke on the Wall" (Mama fish
wouldn't let them sing "beer").
After a minute or two I decided that it was taking far too long to
catch a fish in this dense mass of potential, so I reeled in the line with
the soggy worm drooping limply off of the hook. I figured the fish
weren't interested in a dead worm, so I started over with a fresh one,
this time making sure not to pierce his heart.
Consequently or not, this time I hooked one. I reeled it in slow at
first, so as not to damage his sun-burned lip, then, after it surfaced,
started reeling fast to minimize its time in the open air. Without
unhooking his lip, I dropped him straight into the plastic bucket that
was always sitting by the dock, filled with rain water.
Rather ineptly, I gathered a good hold on the fish and pulled out
the hook, being as careful as possible with the barb. Then, after
looking across the lake and into the field to make sure Pa Pa was
looking the other way, I took off running towards the nearby creek as
fast as I could to release the fish into what I perceived to be his
freedom.
Running unladen, or even running with an empty bucket, is a much
different experience than running with a bucket almost half your own
size half-filled with water; which is even more different still from
running with a half-full bucket of water within which exists contents
which you are trying to protect from slamming against the sides of said
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bucket. As a result of this experience, my young legs became tangled
and confused, and myself, the bucket, and the fish all went flying in
different directions.
When I looked up, the bucket was to my right, so I scrambled to
my feet and tumbled to it, in hopes that the fish would still be inside.
When I saw that it wasn't, I started to search, panic-stricken, seemingly
in vain. Suddenly, something started flipping about in the corner of my
eye, and I took off after it. Only a few yards from the creek by now, I
scooped up the fish in hand and, like Sgt. Rock tossing back an enemy
grenade, I lobbed the fish almost directly into the center of the muddy
creek.
Finally relieved, I waved my little friend goodbye and headed back
to the dock where I gathered up my fishing gear and headed back to the
house to have Ma Ma bandage up my bleeding knees.
It wasn't until a few years later that I found out that that little
creek empties into a sewer.
m.
Tommy said, "Yeah, boy we gonna catch ourselves some fish!" as
he strutted towards the lake. "Ooh, Doggie! Look at all these fish!"
he howled as we stared deep into the hypnotic kaleidoscope of swirling
fish which made it seem as if there were more fish than a lake this size
would actually hold (we called it a lake, it was actually a pond, and a
small one at that).
"Pa Pa said you was down here last week and you didn't catch a
thing," he taunted, knocking my Cincinnati Reds baseball cap off of my
head, "I can't imagine sticking a line in that mess of fish without
pulling some thing out! Looks like I'm gonna hafta teach my little
cousin how to fish!"
The next few hours (it could have been minutes) consisted of a
continuous lecture on what he called "the finer points" of fishing. I
think for a minute he actually delved into the psychological process of
getting into the mind of the fish, but mostly he just talked about the
right way to jig a worm on the hook.
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I had just finished composing a speech about the light complexion
of my skin and the necessity to remove myself from direct contact from
the sun's rays when Ma Ma called us in for lunch.
Tommy reeled in one more fish, stuck him on the stringer with the
others, and we took off for the kitchen where Ma Ma had our fried
bologna sandwiches waiting.
"Dincha catch no fish?" said Ma Ma, eyes twinkling.
"We caught a mess of 'em!" boasted Tommy after a swig of
A&W, "We got 'em out there on the stringer."
Pa Pa called in from the living room over the static of the radio
and the roar of the television (he always liked to listen to the Cincinnati
Reds game on his little AM radio while he watched another baseball
game on TV), "Don't be leavin' them fish out there all day, boys, them
turtles'll come and git 'em."
Tommy said, "Hey, Stevie, there's crawdads down in that creek,
they make fine eatin' if you catch enough!" I knew we couldn't
possibly catch enough crawdads to eat, but I never contradicted
Tommy's ideas, being a city boy and all, so we went down to the creek
and spent the rest of the day skipping slate and firing wooden guns at
invisible Japs.
IV.
The next morning I woke up early and lay in bed listening to Ma
Ma clatter the pots and plates for breakfast. This was the first time I
had spent the night at Ma Ma and Pa Pa's house all night and I
wondered what we would be eating for breakfast. I knew that people
ate different foods in the country than in the city (I'd never had fried
bologna before and I had heard my mom talk about eating rabbits and
deer when she was a girl, but I wasn't sure that kind of thing happened
anymore.
The next moment I leaped out of bed with my heart stinging and
ran downstairs in my pajamas as fast as I could. I passed Ma Ma in
the kitchen and she screamed something in a reproachful tone but I
didn't hear what it was.
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My bare feet were pounding hard on the dew-soaked grass and kept
up my pace until I neared the water's edge, where I slowed down with
short, choppy steps that made me slip in the dew and fall to my knees
right about where Tommy and I had left the fish on the stringer.
At once my rushing, panting body turned to stone and I stared and
gaped helplessly in the scummy water of the lake. Some of the fish
floated near the surface, while others remained hooked to the stringer
with not much more than a head remaining, their eyes much too open.
Beneath the thin milkiness of inner remains, I saw one live fish,
barely torn. One eye was missing, but the other had seen the vain
struggle of his brothers and was now helpless to leave the scene, but
had to stay and soak in the sight of the massacre until the turtle
regained his appetite and returned.
My insides shivering, I reached down through the milk and scum
and grasped the small, weak fish with a quivering hand. I must have
apologized the whole time I struggled to remove him from the line, and
I had to pause a while to see if it was actually a tear coming from his
empty eye socket. Finally, I freed the lip from the rusty steel and
dropped him gently back into the water, apologizing one last time as I
watched him limp out of sight.
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